
EllaGant Acres
1245 Eden Shale Road

Owenton, KY 40359
609-364-0857

Stephanie Forester Owner and Trainer
APDT Member

AKC CGC Evaluator, AKC Judge for AKC Temperment Test (ATT)
Service Dog and Therapy Dog Services

Advanced form

Client & Dog Information_________________________________________________

Guardian’s Name Home Phone____________________________________________

Cell Phone Address_____________________________________________________

Dog’s Name/ID Dog’s Name/ID____________________________________________

Emergency & Health Information___________________________________________

Emergency Contact Email________________________________________________

Vet Practice___________________________________________________________

Vet’s Name___________________________________________________________

Current Medications____________________________________________________

Breed Breed__________________________________________________________

Age Sex______________________________________________________________

Board and Train Service Contract

Referred by Work Phone Email____________________________________________

Phone number(s)_______________________________________________

Reason(s) for Meds__________________________________________________

May we share your training & behavior report with your veterinarian? Yes No



EllaGant Acres Inc.
Board and Train Contract

Description of Services

Description and Dates of Services: Board and Train From (date)___________________

Rate: $200.00 / 7 days ( After 7 days 275.00 / 7days)

Payment Information and Agreement

Form of Payment: Cash   Check  Paypal

Name of Payee:____________________________________________________________

Billing address if different than address above:____________________________________

Paid: In Full   Partial Payment of $__________

Payment Policy:

1. 50% due at time of drop-off; balance due upon pick up.

2. I understand that by agreeing to payment I have committed to the full length of the training
program as stated in the Description of Services above. I understand that I am responsible for
payment in full regardless of whether I choose to complete the training program.   Initial_____

3. Cancelation Policy: Non-refundable, no-transferable. Owner has the right to pick-up dog
before above noted departure date and in so doing agrees to forfeit unused training fees and/or
pay remaining balance in full upon pick-up.   Initial______

4. Grooming services billed separately.   Initial______



EllaGant Acres Inc.
Board and Train Contract

Training Goals

1. What sort of lifestyle will you have with your dogs (active, relaxed, city,

country)?_________________________________________________________________

2. Are there any specific lifestyle adaptations that you would like your dog to be able to

Handle?__________________________________________________________________

3. Are there any behavioral concerns you would like addressed?______________________

4. Please list your top three training goals you would like to be addressed during this time

period 1.__________________________________________________________________

2.__________________________________________________________________

3.__________________________________________________________________

Check all that best describe your dog’s temperament:

Dog has never bitten a
person.

Dog has never been declared
as dangerous.

Dog is licensed in KY and the
license is current Dog is not
the subject of a quarantine
order at this time.

Shy/Fearful People Shy/Fearful Dogs Confident Dominant

Playfull Toy Possessive/
Aggressive

Food Possessive/
Aggressive

Other



When left alone, does your dog:

Try to escape/ Jump Fences/  Bark excessively/  Whine/ Cry/ Howl/ Destroy things/  Mark/ Soil
the house/  Destructively Chew/  Other

Describe“Other”:_____________________________________________________________

____________________

Client initials: ________ I certify that Dog is in good health and has not been ill with any
communicable diseases within the past 30 days. I certify that my dog has not been exposed to
Rabies, Distemper, Hepatitis, Leptospirosis, Parainfluenza, Parvovirus, Bordetella (Kennel
Cough) Papilloma’s or Conjunctivitis within a 30-day period prior to boarding.

___________________________[“Owner”] herby retains EllaGant Acres, Inc. [ "Trainer”] to

train__________________________[the "Dog(s)”] under the following terms and conditions:

Training
The Trainer will work with your dog a minimum of two (2) sessions per training day.
Owner understands that during the 7 day training period the Trainer may have days off work.
The total amount of training time will always be such that Trainer keeps dog on track to
achieving goals. EllaGant Acres,Inc. offers other enrichment activities, such as individual Play
Times, which you can select if you feel that your dog may need additional activity on
non-training days.
Owner understands and agrees that the length of training required, and what can be
accomplished, depends in part on the Dog’s prior experience and capacity to learn. Owner also
understands and agrees that basic training generally requires 20 days, but may take longer in
some cases.
Especially, owner understands that in most cases, 20 days of training is not adequate. Owner
will be required to do follow up training to reach that goal.
The skills worked on in the Board & Train will be: Sit on verbal and signal, Down on verbal and
signal, Sit-Stay, Down-Stay, Come when called and Leave It. Once basic skills are in place
Trainer will work to incorporate these skills into real-life scenarios, such as: Sit-stay as a door is
opened; Leave It while passing another dog.
Trainer may take Dog to locations other than the Animal Keeper/Pet Suites facility as
appropriate to achieve training goals.
Evaluation
The Trainer will give periodic progress reports to the owner, and at the Transfer Session
scheduled for the Dog’s go-home day, will review with the owner training to be implemented at
home to maintain training goals.



If Dog has not met some goals, Trainer will also review whether these goals can be met with
additional training (additional cost may be required) or with follow up at home.
Maintenance
The Owner understands that the training will result in the Dog responding to the Trainer, and
that the Dog may not initially respond as reliably to the Owner. To ensure Dog’s response to
Owner, Owner agrees:
• To understand and apply the basic principles of training as described and demonstrated in the
Transfer Session, and in the Training Handbook sent home
• To use the cues (commands) supplied by Trainer
• To practice with the Dog daily (10 minutes a day, 6 days a week)
• To integrate training into daily life (as described by Trainer and Training Handbook) so as to
support behavior goals (not inadvertently punishing the good behavior and rewarding the bad.)
• To follow training and management advice as given by Trainer

EllaGant Acres, Inc.
Board and Train Contract

Liability Waiver & Policies



1. EllaGant Acres, Inc. will endeavor to create as safe an environment as possible for the
training and board of my dog and will offer only sound, safe, and responsible training and
training instructions. However, I recognize that EllaGant Acres, Inc. is not responsible for any
unintentional errors, omissions, or incorrect assertions. I understand that the recommendation of
any product or service is not a guarantee of my satisfaction with that product or service. Further,
I am and will remain responsible for the actions of my dog at all times and I hereby agree to
indemnify and hold harmless EllaGant Acres, Inc. of any and all claims of injury, expense, costs,
or damages caused by the actions of my dog while under EllaGant Acres, Inc. instruction or
control and under my own care as a result of following training instructions. I have been told by
EllaGant Acres, Inc. and understand the inherent risks of owning a dog, including but not limited
to the risk of dog bites to myself or others.

2. I authorize Emergency medical care to be provided for my dog by Owenton Animal Clinic,
Central Kentucky Animal clinic or an appropriate alternate to be determined by EllaGant Acres,
Inc. in the event that the regular veterinarian is not available or that closer care is required. I
understand I am responsible for any and all veterinary costs and agree to reimburse EllaGant
Acres, Inc. for any charges related to emergency care.

3. I authorize EllaGant Acres, Inc. to administer and seek First Aid and resuscitative care for my
dog as determined appropriate by EllaGant Acres, Inc. and I agree to indemnify and hold
harmless EllaGant Acres, Inc. for any and all results thereof.

4. I understand that all dogs will be boarded at owner’s home address of 1245 Eden Shale
Road, Owenton, Kentucky 40359. Owner gives the EllaGant Acres, it’s owners, operators,
and/or staff permission to transport dog/dogs to and from the EllaGant Acres location for
boarding purposes. They further understand the inherent risks associated with transportation
such as, but not limited to, loss or injury due to accident; owner agrees to assume all risks and
financial costs associated with said transportation.

5. I understand that my dogs will be trained using positive reinforcement methods. I also
understand that although my dogs will learn multiple behaviors, basic obedience, new routines,
and management while in the care of the EllaGant Acres, it is my responsibility to maintain this
learning upon their return to the home environment. Dogs do not generalize well. This means
that behavior taught while in our care will only be solidified through clear, calm and consistent
repetition once home. EllaGant Acres recommends owners commitment to continued education
through group classes and private instruction to proof and generalize training.

6. Animal behavior is never fixed or static; it changes depending on circumstance and
environment. Even trained behaviors will fade or extinguish over time without consistent
repetition and practice. Especially in cases of fear or aggression, although behavior may be
modified, the dog is never “cured”. A dog’s behavior is ultimately the responsibility of the owner.
Initial___________



This contract is validated by the signatures below in total and as approval for future services
without additional written authorization.

Dog Guardian_______________________________________________ Date___________

Trainer & Title________________________________________________ Date___________

EllaGant Acres, Inc.
Board and Train Contract


